Julian Tomlinson

"MARXISM IN PARTICULAR DOESN'T SEEK TO MERELY INTRODUCE NEW IDEAS, IT WANTS TO DESTROY THE OLD IDEAS - SUCH AS RELIGION - AT THE SAME TIME.

An attack on our way of life

THE latest Census data confirms a concerning trend that indicates those who want to change the Australian way of life are winning.

About 30 per cent of Census takers ticked 'no religion', which is up from 22 per cent five years ago and nearly double the 16 per cent in 2001.

While seemingly inconsequential in the greater scheme of modern society, it points to something extremely serious and insidious, like a slow-growing, deadly cancer.

Every aspect of our lives is under attack, mostly by left-wing ideologues actively or passively supporting a form of Marxism.

Before you start thinking I'm embarking on a conspiracy theory of leftists taking over the world, let's consider reality.

Marxism is the sibling of Socialism and Communism, and all seek to completely change society. Marxism in particular doesn't seek to merely introduce new ideas, it wants to destroy the old ideas - such as religion - at the same time. To achieve its aims, it will use violence, civil unrest, threats, shaming and lies.

Don't believe Marxism and Marxists are influencing your life today?

Here are some traditional values that are under threat or completely gone: Parents are the primary authority, disciplinarians and educators of their children; Marriage is between a man and woman. There are only two genders; Religion is a good moral and ethical guide; Criminals must pay dearly for their actions; People should be mostly free from government intervention but freedom comes with personal responsibility; Australia is a great country with a proud history worthy of strong public devotion.

And it continues: Police should have strong powers; Schools should only focus on reading, writing and arithmetic; Western civilisation has a lot to be proud of; Multiculturalism and immigration should not come at the expense of our own cultural norms; Mining is good for the economy and job creation; Lower taxes allow people and businesses to benefit more from their hard work; Universities should be places where all ideas can be studied and debated.

The list could really go on and on, and if you analyse each statement and think about how they compare to today's reality, you can see that Marxism already has a firm foothold.

Today, the main proponents of Marxist thought are the Labor Party and The Greens.

Don't think a vote for Labor is just a vote for workers' rights, and don't think a vote for The Greens proves you care for the environment.

They preach punitive taxes, strictly controlled speech, heavy government intervention, and open borders that aims to change traditional Aussie society. More recently, even the Liberal Party has adopted Marxist sentiments with its firm disemboweling of the UN over climate change, immigration and energy policy.

The only seemingly truly anti-Marxist forces in Australian politics are Senators Pauline Hanson, Malcolm Roberts, David Leyonhjelm and Cory Bernardi.

While Marxism - under the guise of 'progressive thought' - aims to destroy religion, the traditional family, and capitalism, these senators seem to be the only ones who know what's going on, particularly Bernardi.

Conservative commentator Mark Steyn recently wrote that due to the murderous failures of Communist USSR, China, Cuba, Cambodia (and most recently Socialist-run Venezuela), Marxists have turned to identity politics to push their agenda.

So now we have minorities dictating how we should all speak and act.

More people turning away from religion signifies another victory for Marxism's attempts to destroy tradition and impose its radical agenda.

As Maurice Newman wrote recently in The Australian: "Then," says the Marxists, "shall (we) strike through the wreckage, a creator."

Marxism also preaches "critical theory", or constant criticism of religion, traditional values, social rules - anything to convince people the current system is bad, even though all the evidence is to the contrary. We can see this theory in action every day.

The only legal way to counter Marxist thought is to fight back with letters to the editor, letters to politicians, posting on social media and voting for politicians whose policies reflect your wishes.

The time to do that is right now, because it's not too late.
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